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CHODERA LAB
where do we need new physical modeling tools to solve problems  

that currently lack good predictive models?



alchemical free energy calculations provide a rigorous 
structure-enabled way to compute binding affinities

∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø
restraint imposition discharging steric decoupling noninteracting

By breaking the problem into statistically easily computable pieces, 
calculation can be completed in just hours

multiple simulations of alchemical intermediates

Pioneering work from many: McCammon, van Gunsteren, Kollman, Jorgensen, Chipot, Roux, Boresch, Fujitani, Pande, Shirts, Swope, Christ, Mobley, Schrödinger, and many more
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thermodynamic 
cycle

Isomorphic with computing Bayes factors or evidence ratios in inferential machine learning



What are our goals?

Use free energy calculations as predictive models to 
impact nearly all structure-based programs

Extend free energy calculations and physical modeling to 
impact other stages of drug discovery and clinical use

Enable statistically sound decisionmaking



differentiating approaches



alchemical free energy Calculations can 
be either relative or absolute

PL1P + L1

��G

PL2P + L2

relative
∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø

absolute

capable of transforming a few atoms 
good for comparing similar ligands 
requires same or similar scaffolds 
requires common scaffold to anchor series

capable of disappearing a few atoms 
good for comparing dissimilar ligands 
can use entirely disparate scaffolds 
requires use of restraints to anchor ligand

bosutinib

erlotinib

gefitinib

bosutinib

erlotinib

gefitinib

 Aldeghi, Bluck, Biggin 2018: h!ps://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11Cournia, Allen, Sherman 2017: h!p://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00564

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00564


useful accuracy is sometimes achievable

Wang et al. (Schrödinger) JACS 137:2695, 2015  
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q  
Reanalysis: h!p://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis 

∆∆G RMSE ~ 1.4 kcal/mol 
for well-behaved 

proteins/chemistries

∆∆G
∆G

relative absolute

Aldeghi et al. JACS 139:946, 2017. 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467

https://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q
http://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467


alchemical free energy calculations have 
multiple potential applications in drug discovery

driving affinity / potency

optimizing thermostability 
Gapsys, Michielssens, Seeliger, and de Groot. Angew Chem 55:7364, 2016 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1002/anie.201510054 

driving selectivity 
Moraca, Negri, de Olivera, Abel JCIM 2019  
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00106 

predicting clinical drug resistance/sensitivity 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1210 aa
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EGFR L858R

Rec.. Furin-like Rec.. GF_recep_IV Pkinase_TyrHauser, Negron, Albanese, Ray, Steinbrecher, Abel, Chodera, Wang.  
Communications Biology 1:70, 2018  
h!ps://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x 



How can we design  
SPECIFICALLY targeted 
cancer drugs?

how can we predict  
drug resistance  
and susceptibility? 

consider these questions in the context of kinase 
inhibitors for cancer



how much does cancellation of force field 
error help or hurt selectivity prediction?

CDK2 ERK2

Quantify via the 
correlation coefficient 

of the error



different selectivity problems show 
different degrees of cancellation

Lingle Wang 
Schrödinger

FEP+/OPLS3

Steven Albanese coming soon to bioRxiv



How can we design  
SPECIFICALLY targeted 
cancer drugs?

how can we predict  
drug resistance  
and susceptibility? 

many questions relevant to drug discovery involve 
computing the !G of modifying just a few atoms



the long tail of cancer mutations 
frustrates the prediction of resistance

Missense mutations 
from MSK-IMPACT 

68
.5

%
85

.1
%

87
.4

%

mutation recurrence

RecurrentRare

Zehir et al. Nature Medicine 23:703, 2017 
Hauser, Negron, Albanese, Ray, Steinbrecher, Abel, Chodera, Wang. Communications Biology 1:70, 2018

The vast majority of mutations are so rare there is 
unlikely to be clinical or biochemical evidence of 
whether they confer drug resistance or susceptibility

seen only once

seen < 10 times

seen < 5 times

Out of 10,000 tumors sequenced by MSKCC 
-

55,217 missense mutations in 
MSK-IMPACT panel kinases

Steven Albanese



alchemical free energy calculations outperform a 
null model

Kevin Hauser et al. — Schrödinger, Inc. and MSKCC
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Figure 3. Comparison of experimentally-measured binding free-energy changes (��G) for 131 clinically observed mutations and 6
selective kinase inhibitors for which co-crystal structures of wild-type kinase with inhibitor are available. Top panel: Abl:TKI co-crystal
structures used in this study with locations of clinical mutants for each inhibitor highlighted (blue spheres) in relation to TKI (green sticks) on the
corresponding Abl:TKI wild-type crystal structure. Middle panel: Scatter plots show Prime and FEP+ computed ��G compared to experiment, with
ellipse widths and heights denoting 68% con�dence intervals for experiment and FEP+ respectively. The red diagonal line indicates when prediction
equals experiment, while the yellow shaded region indicates area in which predicted ��G is within 1.36 kcal/mol of experiment (corresponding to a
ten-fold error in predicted a�nity change). ��G < 0 denotes the mutation increases the susceptibility of the kinase to the inhibitor, while ��G > 0
denotes the mutation increases the resistance of the kinase to the inhibitor. The two mutations that were beyond the concentration limit of the
assay (T315I/dasatinib, L248R/imatinib) were not plotted; 129 points were plotted. Truth tables of classi�cation accuracy, sensitivity and speci�city
using two-classes. Truth tables and classi�cation results include T315I/dasatinib and L248R/imatinib; 131 points were used. For MUE, RMSE, and
truth table performance statistics, sub/superscripts denote 95 % CIs estimated using bootstrapping with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Variability in
the experimental data is shown as ellipse widths and uncertainty in our calculations is shown as ellipse heights. Experimental variability was
computed as the standard error between �IC

50

measurements made by di�erent labs, 0.32 kcal/mol. Uncertainty in the Prime calculations was
zero (�
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targets during lead optimization25–27,35, to calculate the effect of
point mutation on the binding free energy between the inhibitor
and the kinase receptor (Fig. 1b, c). We compare this approach
against a fast but approximate physical modeling method
implemented in Prime36 (an MM-GBSA approach) in which an
implicit solvent model is used to assess the change in minimized
interaction energy of the ligand with the mutant and wild-type
kinase. We consider whether these methods can predict a ten-fold
reduction in inhibitor affinity (corresponding to a binding free-
energy change of 1.36 kcal mol−1) to assess baseline utility. As a
benchmark, we compile a set of reliable inhibitor ΔpIC50 data for
144 clinically identified mutants of the human kinase Abl, an
important oncology target dysregulated in cancers like chronic
myelogenous leukemia (CML), for which six1 FDA-approved
TKIs are available. While ΔpIC50 can approximate a dissociation
constant ΔKD, other processes contributing to changes in cell
viability might affect IC50 in ways that are not accounted for by a
traditional binding experiment, motivating a quantitative com-
parison between ΔpIC50 and ΔKD. The results of this benchmark
demonstrate the potential for FEP+ to predict the impact that
mutations in Abl kinase have on drug binding, and a classification
accuracy of 889382% (for all statistical metrics reported in this
paper, the 95% confidence intervals (CI) is shown in the form of
xupperlower

! "
), an RMSE of 1:071:260:89 kcal mol−1, and an MUE of

0:790:920:67 kcal mol−1 was achieved.

Results
A benchmark of ΔpIC50s for predicting mutational resistance.
To construct a benchmark evaluation dataset, we compiled a total
of 144 ΔpIC50 measurements of Abl:TKI affinities, summarized in
Table 1 while ensuring all measurements for an individual TKI
were reported in the same study from experiments run under
identical conditions. 131 ΔpIC50 measurements were available
across the six TKIs with available co-crystal structures with wild-
type Abl—26 for axitinib and 21 for bosutinib, dasatinib, imati-
nib, nilotinib, and ponatinib. 13 ΔpIC50 measurements were
available for the two TKIs for which docking was necessary to
generate Abl:TKI structures—7 for erlotinib and 6 for gefitinib.
For added diversity, this set includes TKIs for which Abl is not
the primary target—axitinib, erlotinib, and gefitinib. All muta-
tions in this benchmark dataset have been clinically observed
(Supplementary Table 1). Due to the change in bond topology
required by mutations involving proline, which is not currently
supported by the FEP+ technology for protein residue mutations,

the three mutations H396P (axitinib, gefitinib, erlotinib) were
excluded from our assessment. As single-point mutations were
highly represented in the Memorial Sloan Kettering-Integrated
Mutation Profiling of Actionable Cancer Targets (MSK-
IMPACT) study analyzed in Fig. 1a, we excluded double muta-
tions from this work. However, the impact of mutations from
multiple sites can potentially be modeled by sequentially mutating
each site and this will be addressed in future work.

Experimental ΔpIC50 measurements for wild-type and mutant
Abl were converted to ΔΔG in order to make direct comparisons
between physics-based models and experiment. However, com-
putation of experimental uncertainties were required to under-
stand the degree to which differences between predictions and
experimental data were significant. Since experimental error
estimates for measured IC50s were not available for the data in
Table 1, we compared that data to other sources that have
published IC50s for the same mutations in the presence of the
same TKIs (Fig. 2a–c). Cross-comparison of 97 experimentally
measured ΔΔGs derived from cell viability assay IC50 data led to
an estimate of experimental variability of 0:320:360:28 kcal mol−1 root
mean square error (RMSE) that described the expected repeat-
ability of the measurements. Because multiple factors influence
the IC50 aside from direct effects on the binding affinity we also
compared ΔΔGs derived from ΔpIC50s with those derived from
binding affinity measurements (ΔKd) for which data for a set of
27 mutations was available (Fig. 2d). The larger computed RMSE
of 0:811:040:59 kcal mol−1 represents an estimate of the lower bound
of the RMSE to the IC50-derived ΔΔGs that we might hope to
achieve with FEP+ or Prime, which were performed using
non-phosphorylated models, when comparing sample statistics
directly. Comparing 31 mutations for which phosphorylated and
non-phosphorylated ΔKds were available, we found a strong
correlation between the ΔΔGs derived from those data (r= 0.94,
Supplementary Figure 1).

Most mutations do not significantly reduce TKI potency. The
majority of mutations do not lead to resistance by our 10-fold
affinity loss threshold: 86.3% of the co-crystal set (n= 113) and
86.8% of the total set (n= 125). Resistance mutations, which are
likely to result in a failure of therapy, constitute 13.7% of the
co-crystal set (n= 18) and 13.2% of the total set of mutations
(n= 19). The ΔpIC50s for all 144 mutations are summarized in
Supplementary Tables 2–7. Two mutations exceeded the dynamic
range of the assays (IC50 > 10,000 nM); as these two mutations

Table 1 Public ΔpIC50 datasets for 144 Abl kinase mutations and eight TKIs with corresponding wild-type co-crystal structures
used in this study

(kcal mol−1) (kcal mol−1)

TKI Nmut R S PDB |ΔGmax−ΔGmin| Source ΔGWT

Axitinib 26 0 26 4wa9 2.05 52 −8.35
Bosutinib 21 4 17 3ue4 2.79 79 −9.81
Dasatinib 21 5 16 4xey 5.08 79 −11.94
Imatinib 21 5 16 1opj 2.16 79 −9.19
Nilotinib 21 4 17 3cs9 3.88 79 −10.74
Ponatinib 21 0 21 3oxz 1.00 79 −11.70
Subtotal 131 18 113
Erlotinib 7 1 6 Dock to 3ue4 1.73 82 −9.77
Gefitinib 6 0 6 Dock to 3ue4 1.79 82 −8.84
Total 144 19 125

Nmut Total number of mutants for which ΔpIC50 data was available
Number of Resistant, Susceptible mutants using 10-fold affinity change threshold
PDB Source PDB ID, or Dock to 3ue4, which used 3ue4 as the receptor for Glide-SP docking inhibitors without co-crystal structure
ΔGWT Binding free energy of inhibitor to wild-type Abl, as estimated from IC50 data
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alchemical methods could also enable 
the prediction of other useful properties

partition coefficients (logP, logD) and permeabilities 

porin permeation 

crystal polymorphs, solubilities, hygroscopicities, etc.

structure-enabled ADME/Tox targets 

hERG CYP3A4



What's the difference between  
TI, EXP, BAR, and MBAR?

thermodynamic integration (TI) Quadrature error (bias) 
impossible to quantify; 
can easily go wrong 
without noticing.Jorge et al. JCTC 6:1018, 2010. 

h!p://www.alchemistry.org/wiki/Free_Energy_Fundamentals

exponential reweighTing (EXP) / perturbation (FEP)

Zwanzig RW. JCP 22:1420, 1954. 
Shirts MR and Pande VS. JCP 122:144107, 2005.
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Multistate Bennett acceptance ratio (MBAR)

Shirts MR and Chodera JD. JCP 129:124105, 2008.
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variance; bias << variance
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For well-optimized alchemical intermediates, all methods give consistent results 
For any other case, some estimators could have unpredictably large errors  

that won't show up in the estimated statistical error
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What do i need to know about sampling?
Independent simulations
Easy to parallelize, but sampling problems 
at any " can make calculations unreliable 
simple but dangerous

AMBER18 TI 
Song, Lee, Zhu, York, Merz 2019 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00105

Hamiltonian replica exchange 
Good sampling at any " can rescue 
problems at other " if good " overlap 
reliable but complex and costly

pmx / gromacs 
Aldeghi, Heifetz, Bodkin, Knapp, Biggin 2016 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1039/C5SC02678D  

Schrödinger FEP+ 
Wang, Wu, Deng, Kim, ... Abel 2015 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q 

NAMD 
Jiang, Thirman, Jo, Roux 2018 
h!p://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jpcb.8b03277 

also OpenMM (via openmmtools)Single-replica methods
For certainly problems, can converge 
extremely quickly in a fraction of 
computer effort; tricky to make reliable 
promising but relatively immature

Hongzhi, Fayer, Wang 2006 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1063/1.2424700 

Nonequilibrium methods
Less efficient than equilibrium 
calculations, but can work robustly and 
scalably if properly tuned 
promising but relatively immature

pmx / gromacs 
Aldeghi, Gapsys, de Groot 2018  
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.8b00717 
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there are multiple ways to construct alchemical 
mappings for free energy calculations

Preprint ahead of submission—March 8, 2019

a) complete b) minimum spanning tree c) cycle closure

d) adaptive

Figure 1) Schemes for relative free energy calculations

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of approaches for computing relative free energies for a set of molecules using
relative alchemical transformations. (a) In principle, a complete set of all possible transformations between all pairs
of molecules—including multiple potential transformations between a given pair (exploiting di�erent atom mappings in
constructing a dual-topology alchemical system) could be computed, but this gives O⇠

Nmappings �N2

compounds

⇡
possible

transformations, and is generally too expensive to be practical. (b) Aminimum spanning tree (MST) of edges connecting
all compounds would in principle o�er the minimal number of transformations needed to compute all relative free
energies, but may include edges with large thermodynamic length that require large amounts of computer power to
reduce statistical error. Many such MSTs are possible, but it is di�cult to know a priori which MST would lead to the
lowest variance estimate for �xed computing time. (c) As a compromise, current practice is to introduce some level of
redundancy into MSTs to ensure that each edge is involved in multiple cycles such that cycle closure constraints (where
free energy di�erences summed around cycles must sub to zero) can be used to reduce the variance of the free energy
estimate [3, 22–24]. (d) An adaptivemethod, in which e�ort is adaptively allocated among all possible edges in a manner
that accounts for an online estimate of the di�culty of each transformation, can in principle explore broadly to identify
e�cient transformations and then exploit them to converge the quantities of interest—which may not require equal
precision for all free energy di�erences—rapidly.

Results94

Transdimensional nonequilibrium free energy calculations95

To improve upon the suboptimal e�ciency of naïve minimum spanning trees (Figure 1b) or cycles (Figure 1c),96

we propose an adaptive scheme that allocates e�ort to particular transformations in a manner that reduces97

the computational e�ort required to compute free energies of interest—such as the ligands with highest98

a�nity in a given map. We use nonequlibrium alchemical free energy calculations [28, 30–33] to do this,99

which have recently been demonstrated to permit accurate and rapid computation of biomolecular free100

energy di�erences [14, 16, 34, 35]. While potentially less e�cient than equilibrium staging methods [48], they101

are well-suited to modern computing architectures due to the ability to trivially parallelize the nonequilibrium102

switching simulations.103

To avoid the cost of precomputing alchemical topologies for all valid atom mappings for all compound104

pairs (Figure 1a) and collecting equilibrium simulation data from all O(Nmappings �N2

compounds) endpoints at105

� À {0, 1}, we introduce a new transdimensional nonequilibrium free energy method that uses reversible-106

jump Monte Carlo to allow nonequilibrium switches to be performed directly between compounds, collecting107

a generalized form of nonequilibrium work that can be analyzed using standard nonequilibrium estimators108

that also provide an estimate of the e�ciency of each transformation. We then show how this approach can109

3 of 20

multiple possible

atom mappings

scales poorly with  
number of ligands

one poor edge 
can wreck everything

which edges? 
how much cycle  

redundancy?



Even simple transformations have 
widely differing efficiencies 

Hannah bruce macdonald

FreeSolv substituted benzenes in solvent 
replica-exchange with dense (50) alchemical states

even if we just consider one possible mapping/transformation, 
some transformations are more than 100x less efficient!
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atom mappings

there are multiple ways to construct alchemical 
mappings for free energy calculations

scales poorly with  
number of ligands

one poor edge 
can wreck everything

which edges? 
how much cycle  

redundancy?

effort is allocated where it is needed to achieve stated goals (which may be different for different projects)



if you'd like to learn more about adaptive 
relativeE free energy calculations...

Hannah Bruce Macdonald 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow // MSKCC  
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There are still major limitations to the domain 
of applicability of free energy calculations

TARGETS
CHALLENGES

NOW?

Multiple high-quality crystal structures of target

Congeneric series of ligands with
all ligands binding in same pose

Only one dominant protonation state 
unchanged throughout binding process  

No ligand or sidechain tautomerism  
 
One well-specified, well-resolved isoform/species  
 
No complex cosolvents, binding partners,
slow binding site desolvation events

No exotic chemistries

No metals or prosthetic groups

No membranes?



free energy calculations fail 
for three main reasons

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system
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public force fields need to catch up

h!ps://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis

FRACTION  OF TIME  
SIGN OF TRANSFORMATION IS CORRECTLY PREDICTED 

AMBER14SB/GAFF1.8 VS OPLS2.1 (SCHRÖDINGER JACS PAPER)

Song, Lee, Zhu, York, Merz 2019 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00105 
Wang, Wu, Deng, Kim, ... Abel 2015 
h!ps://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q

https://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00105
https://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q


How are forcefields made?
experimental data 

quantum chemistry 
keen chemical intuition

a parameter set we 
desperately hope someone 

actually uses

heroic effort by graduate 
students and postdocs



As drug discovery explores new parts of 
chemical space, how can forcefields keep up?

to discriminate single vs. double p—p bonds in compounds 24
and 25 in Figure 1.

Bond type information (such as bond orders) can be very
helpful in classifying and discriminating among similar chemical
environments. For various reasons, many force fields, including
AMBER, only apply atom type information, and do not separately
name or keep track of bond orders or types. To be consistent with
the existing AMBER force fields and codes, we have used the sets
of identical atom type pairs described above (cc/cd, cp/cq, ce/cf,
etc.) instead of explicit bond orders to discriminate conjugated/
aromatic single and double bonds. It is notable that although our
scheme works for most of the molecules, there are still some
special molecules that cannot be properly handled. We think that
most of the failures happen to conjugated/aromatic rings attached
to large aliphatic rings [10 ! 4n (n " 0, 1, 2) membered rings].
Figure 1(c) lists two examples of the kind of molecules for which
our current scheme would fail. In our experience, such failures are
only rarely encountered, but future extensions of the GAFF force
field will have to consider these sorts of molecules.

We have developed an atom-type perception program, which is
part of the antechamber suite of Amber, to assign the atom types
described here, based only on an input geometry. Details of the
algorithms involved will be presented in a separate article.19

Charges

To accurately fit conformational and nonbonded energies in a
transferable fashion, one should choose consistent charge ap-
proach. The restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)16,20 at HF/6-
31G* is the default charge approach applied in the Amber protein
force fields. Although RESP is expensive compared to empirical
schemes such as Gasteiger charges, it has many desirable features,
and allows one to use fewer torsional terms than might otherwise
be required.8 It has worked well in tests of small molecules21,22 as
well as proteins. This is the default charge scheme in GAFF
parameterization. Unfortunately, the fact that this charge scheme
needs to run ab initio optimization at the HF/6-31G* level has
prevented it from being widely used in handling large numbers of
molecules. In this situation, one may apply an alternative charge
scheme called AM1-BCC (bond charge correction),23,24 which is
much cheaper than HF/6-31G* RESP. The basic idea of AM1-
BCC is to first carry out a semiempirical AM1 calculation to get
Mulliken charges, followed by a bond charge correction scheme to
obtain results that are compatible with RESP charges. We use the
BCC parameters derived by Jakalian et al.,24 which are designed to
make AM1-BCC charges match the electrostatic potential at the
HF/6-31G* level.

Figure 1. Example molecules that elucidate the definitions of atom
types introduced in GAFF. (a) basic atom types; (b) special atom
types; (c) examples of failed molecules that cannot be properly han-
dled with our atom type scheme. In I(b), unmarked aromatic carbon in
No. 11–15 have an atom type of “ca”; in I(c), atom types that causes
failure are marked with bold italic font.
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prevented it from being widely used in handling large numbers of
molecules. In this situation, one may apply an alternative charge
scheme called AM1-BCC (bond charge correction),23,24 which is
much cheaper than HF/6-31G* RESP. The basic idea of AM1-
BCC is to first carry out a semiempirical AM1 calculation to get
Mulliken charges, followed by a bond charge correction scheme to
obtain results that are compatible with RESP charges. We use the
BCC parameters derived by Jakalian et al.,24 which are designed to
make AM1-BCC charges match the electrostatic potential at the
HF/6-31G* level.

Figure 1. Example molecules that elucidate the definitions of atom
types introduced in GAFF. (a) basic atom types; (b) special atom
types; (c) examples of failed molecules that cannot be properly han-
dled with our atom type scheme. In I(b), unmarked aromatic carbon in
No. 11–15 have an atom type of “ca”; in I(c), atom types that causes
failure are marked with bold italic font.

1160 Wang et al. • Vol. 25, No. 9 • Journal of Computational Chemistry

Wang J, Wolf RM, Caldwell JW, Kollman PA, and Case DA. J Comput Chem 25:1157, 2004.

The Generalized Amber Forcefield (GAFF) was parameterized with this chemical universe:

GAFF 1 was finished in 1999
Extension to new chemical space is nontrivial 
Parameter fi!ing code was never released 
Atom types cause numerous complications



the open force field initiative  
how is it open?

Open source Python Toolkit: use the parameters in most simulation packages

Open curated QM / physical property datasets: build your own force fields

Open source infrastructure: for improving force fields with in-house data

Open science: everything we do is free, permissively licensed, and online

h$p://openforcefield.org



The open force field consortium:  
a partnership for advancing biomolecular modeling

ACADEMIC RESEARCHERS

DAVID MOBLEY 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE

MICHAEL GILSON 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO

MICHAEL SHIRTS 
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, BOULDER

CHRISTOPHER BAYLY 
OPENEYE SCIENTIFIC
JOHN CHODERA 
SLOAN KETTERING INSTITUTE

LEE-PING WANG 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS

MOLECULAR SOFTWARE 
SCIENCES INSTITUTE

h!p://openforcefield.org/consortium

INDUSTRY PARTNERS
BASF 
Bayer 
BMS 
Boehringer Ingelheim 
GSK 
Merck KGaA 
Pfizer 
QuLab 
Roche 
Vertex

SOFTWARE SCIENTISTS

24+ contributing researchers

http://openforcefield.org/consortium


THE SMIRKS NATIVE OPEN FORCE FIELD (SMIRNOFF) 
FORMAT AVOIDS THE COMPLEXITY OF ATOM TYPING

https://github.com/open-forcefield-group/openforcefield/blob/master/The-SMIRNOFF-force-field-format.md

match bonds directly:

Use of industry-standard SMARTS/SMIRKS chemical perception greatly simplifies tooling for parameter 
assignment while solving issues with extensibility and flexibility

https://github.com/open-forcefield-group/openforcefield/blob/master/The-SMIRNOFF-force-field-format.md


pdfcrowd.comPRO version Are you a developer? Try out the HTML to PDF API

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<SMIRNOFF>

<HarmonicBondForce length_unit="angstroms" k_unit="kilocalories_per_mole/angstrom**2">
   <Bond smirks="[#6X4:1]-[#1:2]" length="1.090" k="680.0"/>
   <Bond smirks="[#6X4:1]-[#8&amp;X2&amp;H1:2]" length="1.410" k="640.0"/>
   <Bond smirks="[#8X2:1]-[#1:2]" length="0.960" k="1106.0"/>
</HarmonicBondForce>

<HarmonicAngleForce angle_unit="degrees" k_unit="kilocalories_per_mole/radian**2">
   <Angle smirks="[a,A:1]-[#6X4:2]-[a,A:3]" angle="109.50" k="100.0"/>
   <Angle smirks="[#1:1]-[#6X4:2]-[#1:3]" angle="109.50" k="70.0"/>
   <Angle smirks="[#6X4:1]-[#8X2:2]-[#1:3]" angle="108.50" k="110.0"/>
</HarmonicAngleForce>

<PeriodicTorsionForce phase_unit="degrees" k_unit="kilocalories_per_mole">
   <Proper smirks="[a,A:1]-[#6X4:2]-[#8X2:3]-[#1:4]" idivf1="3" periodicity1="3" phase1="0.0" k1="0.50"/>
</PeriodicTorsionForce>

<NonbondedForce coulomb14scale="0.833333" lj14scale="0.5" sigma_unit="angstroms" epsilon_unit="kilocalories_per_mole">
   <Atom smirks="[#1:1]" rmin_half="1.4870" epsilon="0.0157"/>
   <Atom smirks="[$([#1]-[#6]-[#7,#8,#9,#16,#17,#35]):1]" rmin_half="1.3870" epsilon="0.0157"/>
   <Atom smirks="[#1$(*-[#8]):1]" rmin_half="0.0000" epsilon="0.0000"/>
   <Atom smirks="[#6:1]" rmin_half="1.9080" epsilon="0.1094"/>
   <Atom smirks="[#8:1]" rmin_half="1.6837" epsilon="0.1700"/>
   <Atom smirks="[#8X2+0$(*-[#1]):1]" rmin_half="1.7210" epsilon="0.2104"/>
</NonbondedForce>

</SMIRNOFF>

smirnoff vastly simplifies the construction of 
biomolecular force fields



automated fragmentation reduces qm torsion drive 
costs while preserving chemical environment

selected 
fragment

parent

Wiberg bond order of central torsion bond (fast)

Pareto frontier 

fragment QM cost vs goodness score

expensive, bad

cheap, bad

Chaya Stern 
Graduating PhD student 

(and cheminformatics wizard)

h!ps://zenodo.org/record/3238643

https://zenodo.org/record/3238643


h!p://qcarchive.molssi.org

http://qcarchive.molssi.org


Check out the open force field posters

Jeffrey Wagner 
Open Force Field Consortium  

Software Scientist 
the Open Force Field toolkit

Simon Boothroyd 
XtalPi/Open Force Field Consortium  

Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellow 
the Open Force Field toolkit

Christina Schindler 
Merck KGaA (Consortium Partner) 
the Open Force Field Consortium

Mon/Tue #66 Mon/Tue #26 Wed/Thu



free energy calculations fail 
for three main reasons

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system



Protonation state effects  
can cause large modeling errors

Shift in dominant proton tautomer

Population of mixture of protonation states

Change in dominant ionization state
+1 0

+1 +1

20% 30% 50%



ponatinib:DDR1
(pdbid:3ZOS)

pH-sensitivity of kinase:inhibitor binding 
suggests a role for protonation state effects

ponatinib populates a mixture 
of protonation states in solution at pH 7.4

SONYA HANSON

∆pH of 1.1 ➡ ∆∆G of 1.6 kcal/mol



realistic salt concentrations can be 
modeled with grand canonical monte carlo

real system

Manuscript not yet submitted to a journal

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a region around a biomolecule exchanging anions and cations with a saline bu�er. Left: Constant
salt-concentration simulations simulates the illustrated �uctuation of ions around a biomolecule with grand canonical Monte Carlo type moves that
exchange explicit water molecules with anions and cations from a saline bu�er reservoir. The bu�er is completely de�ned by its thermodynamic
parameters, which in this case include the chemical potential for water �water, the chemical potential for sodium chloride, �NaCl , pressure p and
temperature, T . Middle: By contrast, typical molecular simulations model a �xed number of ions within the simulation volume in an (N , p, T )
ensemble. Right: The salt environment in intra- and extracellular environments has an ionic strength between 100–200 mM and consists of both
monovalent ions (Na+, K+, Cl*), divalent cations (Mg2+), more complex salt and bu�er molecules, and charged proteins. [JDC: This might also be a
good place to add something like the typical intra- and extraceullar compositions of salt environments, like I’ve added as a placeholder here.]

Outline of paper92

Background93

• Atomistic biomolecular simulations model tiny subvolumes of macroscopic systems surround-94

ing one or more biological macromolecules.95

• In reality, the number of ions within the local environment of protein is always �uctuating, as96

if an ion-permeable membrane surrounded the simulation cell (Figure 1).97

• An Monte Carlo osmostat to allow simulation of a semigrand canonical ensemble can simulate98

this behavior by allowing ions to be exchanged with a macroscopic reservoir that is not99

simulated (Figure 2).100

• The macroscopic salt reservoir is completely described by its chemical potential: Each macro-101

scopic salt concentration will have a unique chemical potential associated with it.102

Theory103

An NCMC osmostat for sampling the semigrand ensemble104

• An osmostat is like a thermostat or barostat but allows number of salt pairs to change105

dynamically under the control of a conjugate thermodynamic parameter—here, the chemical106

potential �NaCl107

• In principle, we could have a number of ghost (noninteracting) salt molecules and turn them108

on/o�, or even create/destroy salt pairs on the �y with RJMC.109

• To simplify implementation for monovalent ions (like NaCl or KCl), we instead choose to110

exchange the identities of water molecules and salt ions, where our conjugate thermodynamic111

parameter��2�H2O*NaCl (which wewill abbreviate as��) will represent the di�erence in chemical112

potential between withdrawing an NaCl molecule from the reservoir while returning two H2O113

molecules.114

• We denote the total number of water molecules and ions as N , and de�ne the identities of
the water molecules and ions with the vector ✓ = (✓1, ✓2, ..., ✓N ) with ✓i = -1, 0, or 1 for anions,
water, and cations, respectively (with the potential to extend this to divalent ions). This choice
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number of ions

difference in chemical potential between 
    salt and water

semigrand ensemble

Manuscript not yet submitted to a journal

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of integrating an NCMC osmostat to simulate realistic dynamic counterion environments. Top: Cartoon
illustration of osmostat operation, where a pair of water molecules and salt molecules are interchanged via a short nonequilibrium trajectory using
nonequilibrium candidate Monte Carlo (NCMC) moves. Bottom: Illustration of the work�ow for calibrating ��2�H2O*NaCl via a SAMS simulation
analyzed with BAR to estimate the relative free energy of a waterbox, f (nNaCl), where nNaCl waters have been converted to NaCl pairs, up to Nmax.
This is used to numerically determine the chemical potential ��2�H2O*NaCl that corresponds to an ionic strength of c using Eq. ??, which is
subsequently used to simulate a biomolecular system in equilibrium with a larger reservoir at that macroscopic ionic strength.

of labeling allows us to de�ne the total number of Na+ ions as

n+(✓) =
N…
i
h(✓i), (1)

and the total number of Cl- ions as

n*(✓) =
N…
i
h(*✓i). (2)

where h(x) denotes the heaviside function, which is unity for x g 0 and zero otherwise.115

• We de�ne the charge number of the biomolecule as z, and when z ë 0, counter-ions will116

be added to ensure that the total charge of the simulation is neutral. The system can be117

neutralized by any of choice of ✓ that satis�es
≥N

i ✓i = n+(✓) * n*(✓) = *z.We can generalize this notation for M
charged biomolecules as

≥N
i ✓i +

≥M
j zj = 0

We can generalize this notation for M
charged biomolecules as

≥N
i ✓i +

≥M
j zj = 0

118

• As neutralizing the system will lead to unequal numbers of Na+ and Cl*, we de�ne the number
of molecules, or salt pairs, as

n(✓) í min{n+(✓), n*(✓)}, (3)

• When combined with a scheme that samples the isothermal-isobaric (N , p, T ) ensemble, we
formally sample the semigrand-isothermal-isobaric ensemble (N , p, T ,��). The associated
equilibrium probability density is given by

⇡(x, ✓;��,N , p, T ) = 1
⌅ (��,N , p, T )

e*�[U (x,✓)+pV (x)+n(✓)��] (4)

• where ⌅ (��,N , p, T ) is the normalizing constant, given by

⌅ (��,N , p, T ) =
…

✓, subject to
≥N

i ✓i=*z
  dx ⇡(x, ✓,��,N , p, T ), (5)

where the sum is over all identity vectors that ensure the system has a neutral charge.119

• It also possible to express the probability density of the system as a function of the total
number of cations and anions, rather than as function of ✓. This can be achieved by summing
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semigrand ensemble

Gregory ross 



Preprint ahead of submission

Figure 5. Dynamic salt sampling for DHFR in TIP3P water at three macroscopic salt concentrations. Left: Trajectories of number of salt
molecules and e�ective salt concentration in a 30 ns simulation of DHFR in a box of TIP3P waters as a function of time for 100 mM, 150 mM, and
200 mM NaCl, along with distribution of equilibrium salt concentrations (kernel-smoothed histogram to right of timeseries plot). Before the
insertion of NaCl, the simulation contained 7023 water molecules. Right: Normalized �uctuation autocorrelation functions and integrated
autocorrelation times (⌧) of salt concentrations for each simulation. Shaded regions and uncertainties on the autocorrelation time signify 95%
con�dence intervals ]calculated using bootstrap estimation from three independent simulations.
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counterion environments around 
biomolecules are highly dynamic

100 mM NaCl 200 mM NaCl

DHFR in TIP3P with PME 
AMBER99SB-ILDN with Cheatham-Joung ion parametersGregory ross 
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Figure 5. Dynamic salt sampling for DHFR in TIP3P water at three macroscopic salt concentrations. Left: Trajectories of number of salt
molecules and e�ective salt concentration in a 30 ns simulation of DHFR in a box of TIP3P waters as a function of time for 100 mM, 150 mM, and
200 mM NaCl, along with distribution of equilibrium salt concentrations (kernel-smoothed histogram to right of timeseries plot). Before the
insertion of NaCl, the simulation contained 7023 water molecules. Right: Normalized �uctuation autocorrelation functions and integrated
autocorrelation times (⌧) of salt concentrations for each simulation. Shaded regions and uncertainties on the autocorrelation time signify 95%
con�dence intervals ]calculated using bootstrap estimation from three independent simulations.
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Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) PROVIDES A FLEXIBLE 
FRAMEWORK FOR mix-and-match enhancements

MD-like

generalized hybrid 
Monte Carlo (GHMC)

ligand MC

ligand displacement/ 
rotation to sample 

different binding sites

constant pH tautomers

———————— including chemical effects ———————— 

Monte Carlo 
protein and ligand 
titration attempts

Monte Carlo 
ligand tautomer 
change attempts

——— speeding up sampling ———

counterions

Monte Carlo 
counterion 

insertion/deletion

this is an opportunity to mix-and-match 
community-sourced sampling algorithms



free energy calculations fail 
for three main reasons

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations  
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system



how quickly do different free energy 
packages sample to achieve convergence

For a single method, rate at which five replicates with different 
initial configurations converge should measure efficiency

andrea rizzi

SAMPL6 SAMPLing Challenge



But none of the methods can agree on 
what the !G is for the same force field, 

partial charges, and simulation box!
andrea rizzi

how quickly do different free energy 
packages sample to achieve convergence
SAMPL6 SAMPLing Challenge



molssi sponsored molecular 
simulation interoperability workshop

3-5 Nov 2019 - Williamsburg, brooklyn

Can we adopt a standard set of force field terms to 
support in all major simulation packages? 

Can we adopt a single way to encode force fields or 
parameterized molecular systems? 

Can we adopt a unifying input standard for initiating 
molecular simulations?



how can we measure impact?



4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Unassisted Distribution
Screened with 0.5 kcal/mol noise
Screened with 1.0 kcal/mol noise
Screened with 2.0 kcal/mol noise
1.4 kcal/mol

Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.

one round of synthesis. With 1.0 kcal/mol error, we still have 36% chance
of achieving the goal with the first molecule synthesized, for about a 5 fold
decrease in median number synthesized. Surprisingly, even with 2 kcal/mol
computational noise the time to the goal is reduced about threefold. Simi-
lar computations can be done with large numbers of computer evaluations;
unsurprisingly, the more computational evaluations can be done, the more
computational noise can be tolerated and still yield useful time savings. For
example, even with 2 kcal/mol error, if 100 molecules can be screened, num-
ber of molecules required to be synthesized is reduced eightfold, similar to
the results for 10 molecules and 0.5 kcal/mol error.

Even relatively small numbers of moderately accurate computer predic-
tions may be able to give significant advantage in the pharmaceutical work
flow; 100 screened molecules with 2 kcal/mol noise or 10 screens with 1
kcal/mol noise in our example process could reduce the number of molecules
required to be synthesized by almost an order of magnitude. Clearly, these
calculations assume the simulations are not biased against active compounds,
and errors that are highly dependent on the binding system would result in
less reliable advantages. But physically based prediction methods should in

3x

5x

8x

1x

affinity gain 
goal of 1 log unit

reduction in time 
to goal

Abbott medicinal chemists
0.5 kcal/mol accuracy
1.0 kcal/mol accuracy
2.0 kcal/mol accuracy

how can we assess where we are?
The simplest statistical model of lead optimization

M. R. Shirts, D. L. Mobley and Scott P. Brown. "Free energy calculations in structure-based drug design",  
in Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches, pgs. 61-86, 2010.

With industry or NIH NCATS data, more sophisticated statistical models could provide  
more realistic cost/benefit analysis of predictive modeling tools



how can we assess where we are?
Can we build a statistical model of impact?

log solubility, selectivity, etc.

log affinity

goal

start

random 
walk

How do we measure 
impact of a predictive tool 
with X kcal/mol accuracy?

time to goal

P(time)

Where can we get appropriate statistics about predictive accuracy?



D3R

D3R's NIH grant runs out this year as its funding mechanism terminates. What next?

Collect	unpublished	protein-ligand	data,	typically	from	pharma	
	
Use	the	data	to	hold	blinded	predic9on	challenges	
	
Hold	workshops	and	to	discuss	and	learn	
	
Drive	progress	in	computer-aided	drug	design	

h!p://drugdesigndata.org PIs: Michael Gilson and Rommie Amaro



We need to be better, as a community, 
about participating in blind challenges

h!ps://drugdesigndata.org/php/d3r/gc4/combined/free-energy/index.php?component=1147&group=default

All free energy participants for Cathepsin challenge of GC4

https://drugdesigndata.org/php/d3r/gc4/combined/free-energy/index.php?component=1147&group=default


it's hard to learn from failure 
when failures are too complex to understand



it's hard to learn from failure 
when failures are too complex to understand

jnk3 
(2007 blind 
challenge)



2.   We’re missing some essential chemical effects in our simulations 
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, cosolvents, counterions, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations of protein or ligand
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1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system

the usual suspects all conspire

Can we "divide and conquer" by isolating individual challenges?



SAMPL blind community challenges
Model systems of intermediate complexity to focus community on challenges in blind tests
Model protein-ligand systems
Isolate individual physical challenges (e.g. binding of charged ligands)  
Physical properties
Tests of forcefield accuracy in hydrated or protein-like environments 
Isolate chemical effects (protonation states, ligand conformations) without slow protein timescales 
Host-guest systems 
Binding of small drug-like molecules with protein-like affinities, without slow protein timescales

h!ps://samplchallenges.github.io/
Anthony Nicholls

handed over to academic stewards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

https://samplchallenges.github.io/


BLind challenges CAN drive progress 
by focusing community effort

SAMPL0
2007

SAMPL1
2008

SAMPL2
2009

SAMPL3
2011

SAMPL4
2013

SAMPL5
2016

 
hydration free energies

 
hydration free energies

hydration free energies  
hydration free energies

 
hydration free energies WE RAN OUT 

OF DATA!

Lots of disagreement
in predictions

Can tell when
experiments
are wrong XAt Genentech, distribution coefficients were 

obtained for 53 compounds

Pcyc =
[Neutral solute in cyclohexane]

[Neutral solute in water]

Dcyc =
[Solute in cyclohexane]

[Solute in water]

cyclohexane

water

Partition coefficients and distribution coefficients 
are similar, but the latter includes all species:

pH dependent, so we report                    at pH 7.4logD7.4 h!ps://samplchallenges.github.io/

https://samplchallenges.github.io/
https://samplchallenges.github.io/


sampl will field many more challenges

Working with NIH NCATS and DiamondMX / XChem and Daniel Keedy (CCNY) to collect new 
protein:ligand datasets, but we're always looking for industry collaborations!

201 201 202 202 202

h!ps://samplchallenges.github.io/

Mon/Tue #9

Mehtap Işık 
MSKCC senior PhD student

https://samplchallenges.github.io/


d3r / sampl meeting: 22-23 aug 2019

h!ps://drugdesigndata.org

Save the date: Joint GCC / EuroSAMPL meeting 1-5 Nov 2020

https://drugdesigndata.org


how can we, as a community 
solve challenges in our field to 

improve success rates?



YES (source provided)

current licensing models for free 
energy calculation codes

COMMERCIAL ACADEMIC/MIXED
PERMISSIVE 

OPEN SOURCE

$$$ industry $$$ 
academics ∅-$

∅Cost to license

Examples FEP+ AMBER TI GPU 
CHARMM

gromacs 
NAMD 

OpenMM

Modify?

Use in your  
own tools?

NO

LOL NO
HARD 

(users need to get their own licenses)

YES!

YES!



We can look to the machine learning 
ecosystem for inspiration

Tensorflow

machine learning

* Created new opportunities 
* Accelerated rate of progress

What did TensorFlow accomplish?



open source software ecosystems 
have the potential to accelerate progress



An open source, High performance, high usability 
ecosystem for predictive biomolecular simulation

h$p://omnia.md

http://omnia.md


open source software for physical 
modeling can have impact

h!p://choderalab.org/code

that's a lot of impact!



Goal: Ensure our work has maximum impact by allowing use, modification, and 
redistribution. Aim to explicitly rescind any restrictions that would prevent this.

thoughtful licensing models can ensure 
research has maximum scientific impact

h!ps://web.stanford.edu/~vcs/papers/Licensing08292008.pdf

reproducible research product 

paper 
data 
experiment (code)  
documentation 

https://web.stanford.edu/~vcs/papers/Licensing08292008.pdf


Goal: Ensure our work has maximum impact by allowing use, modification, and 
redistribution. Aim to explicitly rescind any restrictions that would prevent this.

thoughtful licensing models can ensure 
research has maximum scientific impact

h!ps://web.stanford.edu/~vcs/papers/Licensing08292008.pdf

reproducible research product 

paper 
data 
experiment (code)  
documentation 

licenses that encourage others to build on work 

CC-BY 4.0     h!ps://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ 
CC-BY 4.0 
MIT, BSD 3-clause h!ps://opensource.org/licenses/MIT 
CC-BY 4.0 

https://web.stanford.edu/~vcs/papers/Licensing08292008.pdf
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT


machine learning celebrates 
reproducible research

h!ps://paperswithcode.com/

https://paperswithcode.com/


load your tools

grab a dataset

define a new kind of model

declare your objectives in training it
fit it
use it

Why can't we make it this easy to do new things in computer-aided drug discovery?
h!ps://www.tensorflow.org/overview

modern ml frameworks provide a level of 
abstraction that enables high productivity

https://www.tensorflow.org/overview


We're trying! 

>>>	#	Alchemically	modify	the	system	
>>>	ligand_atoms	=	mdtraj_topology.select('resname	B2')	
>>>	alchemical_region	=	alchemy.AlchemicalRegion(alchemical_atoms=ligand_atoms)	
>>>	factory	=	alchemy.AbsoluteAlchemicalFactory()	
>>>	alchemical_system	=	factory.create_alchemical_system(system,	alchemical_region)	

>>>	#	Initialize	compound	thermodynamic	states	at	different	temperatures	and	alchemical	states.	
>>>	protocol	=	{'temperature':	[300,	310,	330,	370,	450]	*	unit.kelvin,	
...													'lambda_electrostatics':	[1.0,	0.5,	0.0,	0.0,	0.0],	
...													'lambda_sterics':	[1.0,	1.0,	1.0,	0.5,	0.0]}	
>>>	alchemical_state	=	alchemy.AlchemicalState.from_system(alchemical_system)	
>>>	compound_states	=	states.create_thermodynamic_state_protocol(	
...					alchemical_system,	protocol=protocol,	composable_states=[alchemical_state])	

>>>	mcmc_move_scheme	=	mcmc.SequenceMove(move_list=[	
...					mcmc.MCDisplacementMove(atom_subset=ligand_atoms),	
...					mcmc.MCRotationMove(atom_subset=ligand_atoms),	
...					mcmc.LangevinSplittingDynamicsMove(timestep=2.0*unit.femtoseconds,	n_steps=n_steps,	
...																																								reassign_velocities=True,	n_restart_attempts=6)	
...	])	

>>>	#	Run	the	combined	Hamiltonian	replica	exchange	+	parallel	tempering	simulation.	
>>>	hrex_tempering	=	ReplicaExchange(compound_states,	sampler_states,	mcmc_move_scheme)	

andrea 
rizzi

This is a complete free energy code built with openmmtools

h"p://github.com/choderalab/openmmtools

http://github.com/choderalab/openmmtools


#alchemy2020

h!p://tiny.cc/alchemy2020 

Kira Armacost 
Merck

Hannah Bruce Macdonald 
MSKCC

May 5-7, 2020 (tentative), Boston/Cambridge

#alchemy2021

PRIMARY ORGANIZERS ("Free Energy TNG")

May 2021, Berlin

ORGANIZERS

?
Bert de Groot 
MPI Gö!ingen

http://tiny.cc/alchemy2020


Resources for learning more about 
alchemical free energy methods

Living Journal of Computational Molecular Sciences (LiveCoMS)  
h$ps://www.livecomsjournal.org/

 
The alchemistry Slack
h$ps://tiny.cc/join-alchemistry-slack 

Recent reviews 
Aldeghi, Bluck, Biggin. Comput Drug Discovery Design 199, 2018. 
Cournia, Allen, Sherman. JCIM 57:2017 
Abel, Wang, Mobley. Curr Topics Med Chem 17:2577, 2017 
Mobley, Gilson. Annu Rev Biophys 46:531, 2017 
Klimovich, Shirts, Mobley. JCAMD 29:397, 2015

alchemistry.org
Community resource for alchemical free energy theory and methods

Forthcoming review on alchemical free energy best practices 
led by Antonia Mey (soon!)

https://www.livecomsjournal.org/
http://alchemistry.org


CHODERA LAB

- Scientific Advisory Board, OpenEye Scientific 
All funding: h!p://choderalab.org/funding

http://choderalab.org/funding

